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Abstract—Robotics is rapidly emerging as a viable approach to
enhance motor recovery after disabling stroke. Current principles of cognitive motor learning recognize a positive relationship
between reward and motor learning. Yet no prior studies have
established explicitly whether reward improves the rate or efficacy of robotics-assisted rehabilitation or produces neurophysiologic adaptations associated with motor learning. We conducted
a 3 wk, 9-session clinical pilot with 10 people with chronic
hemiparetic stroke, randomly assigned to train with an impedance-controlled ankle robot (anklebot) under either high reward
(HR) or low reward conditions. The 1 h training sessions
entailed playing a seated video game by moving the paretic
ankle to hit moving onscreen targets with the anklebot only providing assistance as needed. Assessments included paretic ankle
motor control, learning curves, electroencephalograpy (EEG)
coherence and spectral power during unassisted trials, and gait
function. While both groups exhibited changes in EEG, the HR
group had faster learning curves (p = 0.05), smoother movements (p </= 0.05), reduced contralesional-frontoparietal coherence (p </= 0.05), and reduced left-temporal spectral power
(p </= 0.05). Gait analyses revealed an increase in nonparetic
step length (p = 0.05) in the HR group only. These results suggest that combining explicit rewards with novel anklebot training may accelerate motor learning for restoring mobility.
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cognitive motor learning, EEG, EEG coherence, EEG spectral
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INTRODUCTION
Stroke is a major contributor to chronic disability
worldwide. The sequelae often include loss of mobility,
increased risk of falling, and cognitive impairment [1–3].
In particular for the majority of people with hemiparetic
stroke, gait is a persistent problem [1–2,4–8].
Mounting evidence suggests that lower-limb (LL)
motor-learning based interventions can improve movement function even years after a debilitating stroke [8–17].
This notion is supported by reports that treadmill-based
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locomotor training programs can improve gait velocity and
elicit changes in cortical and subcortical neural networks
associated with paretic LL movements [18–21]. Efforts to
improve upon treadmill-based approaches have evolved to
include programmable electromechanical devices such as
robotic exoskeletons to enhance locomotor therapy. As
highlighted in a Cochrane review [15], there are potential
benefits from using LL robotics poststroke, but we have
much to learn about optimal interventions. Robotic devices
can provide a useful platform for assessing comparative
effectiveness of different motor learning strategies by providing versatile, interactive, task-specific training; a capacity to integrate or reward performance feedback; and the
ability to precisely measure the rate and magnitude of key
descriptors of motor-performance variables [10–12,14–
15,20–21]. In the past several years, the Baltimore Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Medical Center, in collaboration with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has
developed and deployed in the clinic an impedancecontrolled, modular, 2 degree of freedom (DOF)-actuated
ankle robot exoskeleton (anklebot, Interactive Motion
Technologies; Watertown, Massachusetts), to improve
walking and balance functions poststroke by means of
increasing the paretic ankle contribution during taskoriented functional activities. The rationale to focus on the
ankle was due to the critical role it plays in the biomechanics of gait and balance, including providing the bulk of
mechanical power needed for forward propulsion during
late stance, ground clearance during swing, and shock
absorption during foot strike. In addition, the ankle also
plays a crucial role in the maintenance of stable upright
posture, during both quiet standing and locomotion [22–
23]. The anklebot allows movement at the ankle in all
three DOFs but provides active assistance (or resistance) in
two of those DOFs, i.e., dorsiflexion (DF)/plantar flexion
(PF) and inversion/eversion. It is highly backdrivable (i.e.,
the robot can be programmed to “get out of the way” when
needed) and has low static friction, and its impedance control enables assistance “as needed” based on user deficit
severity and performance during task execution. This
makes the anklebot a minimally intrusive device in that it
does not constrain but rather promotes volitional movement, which has been shown to be an essential component
of motor learning [8,20–21]. Moreover, the anklebot is
designed for use in multiple therapeutic settings (seated,
upright, supine) and its 2-DOF actuation facilitates tailoring of therapies to a wide range of functional activities
(e.g., seated, isolated ankle movement therapy vs tread-

mill, or overground-based gait therapy). These features
and the rich array of sensors (rotary and linear encoders
and current sensors for precise measurement of ankle kinematics and kinetics, respectively) make the anklebot an
ideal motor-learning platform as well as a precise clinical
measurement instrument. Thus, our choice of using the
anklebot for this study was based in part on the flexible,
interactive platform it affords for implementing motorlearning paradigms and its ability to assay the temporal
profile of motor performance across training. For example,
our prior studies have shown that changes in passive ankle
stiffness in the inversion-eversion plane to be a strong predictor of improvements in independent floor-walking
speed in patients with chronic stroke [12], Similarly,
movement smoothness (characterized by jerk normalized
to peak movement speed) has been used to characterize
motor recovery for both the upper limb and LL [10–11,24–
26]. Notably and relevant to this study, seated anklebot
training allows for the collection of viable electroencephalography (EEG) signal with minimal movement artifact,
thus fostering study of the cortical dynamics associated
with motor learning.
A fundamental tenet in the field of cognitive neuroscience is that reward provides motivational incentive
that elicits brain states conducive to adaptive learning
[27–40]. Moreover, clinicians widely acknowledge the
essential role of reward and motivation in successful
rehabilitation and recovery [41]. In this regard, recent
investigations have highlighted the “state of the learner”
as a crucial component in learning; these studies suggest
that factors including attentional focus, perceived control, and perceived reward prompt brain states in which
the individual’s ability to learn is enhanced [27,32,34–
36,38–39,42–44]. Yet we are aware of no studies in
stroke in which reward has been manipulated for the purpose of increasing motor learning and recovery.
The measurement precision of the anklebot coupled
with high-temporal resolution EEG provides a window to
the psychophysics and neural plasticity associated with
motor learning. Notably, motor learning and human
motor performance studies employing EEG have robustly
observed a streamlining of cortical processes as a function
of learning and/or superior performance. Specifically, they
observed reductions in activation (i.e., increased alpha
power and/or decreased beta or gamma power) of taskirrelevant areas as well as reduced networking (EEG
coherence) between motor planning and left temporal verbal association areas. During the execution of a cognitive
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motor task, the left temporal region has been implicated as
necessary in the early stages of learning while progressively becoming less essential as one acquires competency.
In this regard, the magnitude of motor learning would be
reflected by decreased activation in and networking with
this area [43–45].
In the present study, we used the impedancecontrolled anklebot as a test platform to determine
whether LL robotic training would be enhanced with
overt rewards and augmented feedback as compared with
simply performing the same amounts of anklebot training
without these reinforcements. To evaluate cortical electrophysiology, we use EEG because of its high temporal resolution and compatibility for on-task use with seated
robotic training. Among the unknowns we will explore is
whether LL robotic training can mediate adaptive learning responses and associated plasticity and whether putative modulators of motor learning such as reward can
enhance the trainings’ therapeutic efficacy or temporal
response profile compared with a matched low reward
(LR) group that receives the same dose of robotics training without the enhanced reward component. We predict
that after nine sessions of anklebot training, subjects randomized to the high reward (HR) group will show greater
improvements in paretic ankle motor control and functional gains in overground walking than those in the LR
group. We further predict that, along with the increased
performance and learning, we will observe concurrent
changes in cortical dynamics. Specifically in the HR as
compared with the LR group, we expect greater
decreases (i.e., streamlining) in (1) coherence between
task-relevant visuomotor networks and (2) activation in
beta and gamma power in the left hemisphere verbalassociation areas that are task irrelevant (specifically
electrode T7) [45–47].

METHODS
Subjects
Twenty-seven volunteers with chronic hemiparetic
stroke were recruited to participate in a 3 wk, three sessions per week training program with the anklebot. Individuals with stroke who had completed all physical and
occupational therapy and were not receiving any other formal rehabilitation were selected in order to isolate the
effects of robotics-assisted motor learning while manipulating reward from any ongoing physical or occupational

therapy and/or heterogeneous natural neural recovery. All
participants provided informed consent approved by the
University of Maryland School of Medicine Baltimore
Institutional Review Board and the Baltimore VA
Research and Development Committee. After giving
informed consent, participants underwent medical screening, neurological examination, and a review of medical
records prior to enrollment. Inclusion criteria were
(1) index stroke >3 mo prior in women or men aged 21 to
85 yr; (2) residual hemiparetic gait deficits, with observable asymmetry [48]; (3) completion of all conventional
physical therapy; (4) adequate language and neurocognitive function to participate in testing and training and to
give informed consent; and (5) paretic DF manual muscle
test score of 2 of 5, gravity neutral. Exclusion criteria were
(1) clinical history of orthopedic, chronic pain, or neuromuscular disorders restricting participation in a short-term
ankle movement training; (2) severe or global aphasia that
confounds reliable testing and training; (3) Mini-Mental
Status Examination score of <23; or (4) Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale score of >16 and/or
untreated major depression.
Anklebot Training
Anklebot setup and training protocols were similar to
those used in our prior studies [10–11]. Participants
played a seated video game by moving the ankle in DF
and PF ranges to control a cursor through gates that
moved across the screen at different vertical levels (Figure 1). The primary instruction to subjects was to move
the cursor to successfully pass through the gates, which
appeared in a predetermined sequence located at 80 and
40 percent of each participant’s volitional PF to DF
excursion (defined as angular displacement of the paretic
ankle from maximum PF through maximum DF). Each
session included six training blocks with 60 gate targets
per block. Robotic assistance was provided under a performance-based approach that used an impedance controller [10–12,14] to generate torques toward the target
only as needed, encouraging participants to reach targets
on their own if they were able. The anklebot sensors
track performance, and if the subject does not initiate the
movement toward the target within 2 s of its appearance,
the impedance controller actuates the anklebot to provide
assistance, although not sufficiently to passively move
the ankle to the target. The magnitude of robotic assistance for a given trial is adjusted by changing the impedance controller parameters, providing greater assistance
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Figure 1.
Experimental setup of anklebot training with electroencephalography (EEG) monitoring. Each subject was fitted with 64-channel
EEG cap and seated with anklebot mounted proximally onto
fixed plate and affected leg resting at 45° on padded support.
Robot attached distally to customized shoe with mounting brackets for medial and lateral actuators. Event markers generated by
anklebot were used to synchronize anklebot and EEG data
streams. Video game required subjects to move onscreen cursor by dorsiflexing or plantar flexing their paretic ankle. Goal was
to successfully maneuver through vertical gates approaching
across screen from left to right (yellow arrows).

if the cursor is farther away from the target (Figure 1).
All participants had their level of assist decreased at least
twice and had their target ranges increased at least once
over the course of the intervention. In addition, daily
assessments of volitional excursion were taken in order
to scale the targets on the screen presentation to correspond with each participant’s volitional excursion. This
was done via a scaling factor that characterized the mapping of the ankle angular displacement (degrees) to cursor movement on the screen (pixels). The scaling factor
therefore may be considered as a proxy of volitional
excursion, because it represents a transformation of the
participants’ excursion to the cursor displacement, with
lower scaling values representing greater volitional

excursion. The scaling factor decreased or stayed the
same for all participants (pretreatment [mean ± standard
deviation]: 1.21 ± 0.52, posttreatment: 1.06 ± 0.54). The
six blocks of assist-as-needed training were preceded and
followed by two assessment blocks of 30 gates without
any robotic assistance to assess independent performance. Thus, each session amassed a total of 480 targeted movements and lasted ~1 h.
Participants were randomly assigned to receive high or
low levels of monetary reward, social interaction, and performance feedback. HR subjects received verbal encouragement, a running display of their score, access to past
scores, and eligibility for immediate (within-session) and
long-term (study-wide “grand competition”) monetary
prizes. Verbal encouragement was given only at the end of
each of the six training blocks (e.g., “Way to go, you had to
work really hard to get those last two gates, and you did
it!”). Within-session monetary rewards were based on the
individual participant’s performance (i.e., if they beat their
score from the previous block, they won $5). However, in
order to ensure that participants kept striving for optimal
performances, we told them that we were also considering
factors other than their score, such as movement smoothness (i.e., measures derived from robotic recordings). To
make this believable, researchers were instructed to withhold a reward for an improved score once a session. Monetary rewards were awarded to the HR group at the end of
each winning block, receiving between $0 and $25 per session for all nine sessions. The LR group received sparse
but controlled social interaction without verbal encouragement, scoring feedback, or prizes; although naïve to the
information prior to or during training, they did receive
equivalent monetary compensation at the conclusion of
their last day of training.
Assessments
Participants were assessed at the beginning and completion of training with clinical and robot-derived measures to evaluate ankle motor control and gait function.
EEG was collected during all unassisted and assisted trials
on day 1 (pretest) and day 9 (posttest).
Motor Behavior
Motor Control Measures
Robot-based metrics were calculated from positional
data recorded (200 Hz) during the unassisted trials. These
included averages for the percentage of successful gate
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passages, peak and mean angular velocity, and normalized
jerk. Movement velocity and acceleration were obtained
from the first and second derivatives of the position time
series; the derived profiles were rectified and used to calculate mean and peak velocity. A movement or submovement was considered to have begun and terminated when
the angular velocity first rose above and then dropped
below 2 percent of the peak velocity. Movement smoothness was characterized by normalized jerk, the first derivative of acceleration, divided by the peak velocity, so as to
not confound smoothness with movement speed.
Learning Rate
To determine whether reward influences the rate of
motor skill acquisition, we assessed the learning rate
using a best-fit approach to determine the time-related
changes in key motor control indices during unassisted
trials across the nine training days. Both logarithmic
power models and linear regression were evaluated, with
the linear approach yielding a better statistical fit than the
logarithmic power models. Thus, for each individual, a
simple regression was conducted between time (session)
and the motor control outcomes. If the two variables were
significantly related, the slope (beta coefficient) was
entered as the dependent measure for the group contrasts.
Otherwise, if the regression failed to reach statistical significance (i.e., p > 0.05, indicating no significant relationship between the two variables and hence no
learning), then a value of 0 was used. This analysis
allowed for a comparison of the learning rates between
the two groups.
Gait Function
Independent walking function was assessed by having
subjects warm up by walking across an instrumented
walkway two times at their preferred speed with 5 min
rests after each trial. Subjects then performed two trials in
which they were instructed to walk “as safely and fast as
possible” across the same 8 m instrumented walkway
(CIR Systems Inc/GAITRite; Sparta, New Jersey) that
sampled at 100 Hz with at least two steps taken before the
start and after the end to eliminate acceleration and deceleration phases. Partial foot contacts at the extremes of the
recording area were removed as needed. Spatiotemporal
outcomes included mean velocity (centimeters per second), stride length (centimeters), cadence (steps per
minute), and relative paretic single-support and double-

support durations (percent cycle); double-support measurements were calculated using combined phases.
Psychophysiological Recordings and Processing
The EEG measures of spectral power and coherence
were assessed for all unassisted and assisted trials on day 1
(pretest) and day 9 (posttest). EEG data were collected
(actiCap system, Brain Products GmbH; Munich, Germany) from 64 sites, labeled in accordance with an
extended 10 to 20 international system [49]. The EEG data
were online referenced to the right earlobe with a common
ground at the FPz site. Electrode impedances were maintained below 10 kΩ with bandpass filters set at 0.01 to
100 Hz with a sampling rate of 1 kHz. The EEG signal was
digitized using a BrainAmp DC amplifier (Brain Products
GmbH) linked to BrainVision Recorder software version
1.10 (Brain Products GmbH). All signal processing of the
EEG data was conducted using BrainVision Analyzer software version 2.0 (Brain Products GmbH). Continuous data
from each unassisted trial were offline referenced to an
averaged ears montage and then low-pass filtered at 55 Hz
with a 48 dB roll-off and band-stopped between 55 and
65 Hz using a zero-phase Butterworth filter. Next, all
sweeps were visually inspected, and trials containing nonstereotyped artifacts were excluded from further analyses, a
technique referred to as pruning, which improves the ability
of an independent component analysis (ICA) to identify
stable components [50]. Eye movement artifact was
reduced using the ICA-based ocular artifact rejection function within the BrainVision Analyzer software version 1.10
(Brain Products GmbH); electrode FP2 served as the vertical electro-oculogram channel and electrodes AF7 and AF8
served as the bipolar horizontal electro-oculogram channel.
The vertical electro-oculogram algorithm searches for an
eye-blink template in channel FP2 and then finds ICAderived components that account for a user-specified
amount of variance (70%) in the template-matched portion
of the signal from electrode FP2. The horizontal electrooculogram algorithm finds ICA-derived components that
account for a user-specified amount of variance (30%) in
the entire signal from the horizontal electro-oculogram
channel (bipolar electrodes AF7 and AF8). These components were removed from the raw EEG signal, and the
recording was reconstructed for further processing.
Data from each unassisted condition were epoched
into 1 s sweeps. These epochs were baseline corrected
using the entire sweep and then visually inspected to
remove any remaining sweeps that contained artifact or
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amplitudes of more than 75 µV2. Epochs were then transformed using the discrete Fourier transform, employing a
Hamming window with a 50 percent overlap. Averages
of spectral power (microvolts squared) were calculated
across 1 Hz bins and averaged across the frequency bandwidths: theta (3–8 Hz), low alpha (8–10 Hz), high alpha
(10–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz), and gamma (30–50 Hz).
These averages were then natural log-transformed prior
to statistical analysis.
The same artifact-reduced epochs were used to compute coherence using the cross- and autospectral densities, i.e., (Equations (1)–(2)):

using the Tukey test. The frontoparietal coherence measures were subjected to separate 2 (group) × 2 (time) ×
2 (region-frontal) × 2 (region-parietal) mixed-design
repeated-measures ANOVAs and were then subjected to
the same analysis as the coherence measures described
previously. Group differences from the learning rate data
were subjected to separate independent t-tests for each of
the anklebot-derived variables. In light of the group differences in EEG and motor control, a secondary analysis
using paired t-tests separately for each group was performed on spatiotemporal gait parameters. Significance
levels were set at p  0.05.

RESULTS
and

where Coh( ) = spectral coherence function; c1 and c2 =
signals from the electrode pair and their sample means,
respectively; f = frequency; and Cov( ) = covariance function that is computed across 1 Hz bins, then averaged
across the frequency theta (3–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), low
beta (13–20 Hz), high beta (20–30 Hz), and gamma (30–
50 Hz) bandwidths. Specifically, coherence was computed
between electrode Fz, which overlies the motor planning
region and the following electrodes: F3, F4, C3, C4, T7,
T8, P3, P4, O1, and O2, and between frontoparietal electrodes: F3-P3/P4 and F4-P3/P4. All coherence values were
subjected to a Fisher z-transformation prior to statistical
analysis to approximate a normal distribution.
Statistical Analyses
To evaluate change across the training intervention,
2 (group) × 2 (time) mixed-design repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted on the anklebotderived motor control measures. Post hoc analyses were
conducted using paired t-tests. Spectral and coherence
measures were subjected to separate 2 (group) × 2 (time) ×
2 (hemisphere) × 5 (region) mixed-design repeatedmeasures ANOVAs for each of the frequency bands. Interactions involving group and time with p  0.10 were examined by running secondary repeated-measures ANOVAs
separated by group. Post hoc analyses were computed

Participants
Twenty-seven participants were recruited; seventeen
were enrolled. Seven withdrew due to (1) illness unrelated
to study (2 participants), (2) failure to comply with testing
and training schedule (1 participant), (3) return to physical
therapy (1 participant), (4) a new job that did not allow
subject to get to laboratory during hours of operation
(1 participant), (5) inability to recontact (1 participant),
and (6) relocation (1 participant). Table 1 presents participants’ clinical and demographic information. Independent
t-tests at baseline revealed no differences between groups
with regard to age or time since stroke, and the use of
assistive devices was comparable between groups. Also,
the groups did not differ on any of the motor control variables (mean velocity, peak velocity, successful gate passages, and normalized jerk) or any of the gait variables,
including velocity, stride length, cadence, and relative
paretic single-support and double-support times (Table 2).
Motor Behavior
Motor Control
Smoothness measures differed between groups over
time, because normalized jerk had a significant 2 × 2
interaction (F(1,8) = 9.63, p = 0.02). Post hoc analysis
revealed that the HR group significantly reduced jerk as a
function of time (t(4) = 3.05, p = 0.04), whereas the LR
group was relatively unchanged (see exemplar tracings,
Figure 2). The percent of successful passages revealed a
main effect for time such that both groups were more successful in gate passages posttraining relative to pretraining
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Table 1.
Patient demographics for each of two groups. Independent t-tests revealed that groups were not different with regard to age, time poststroke, and
baseline gait velocity (p > 0.10).

Group
High
Reward

Low
Reward

Sex

Age
(yr)

F

47

F
F
M
M

58
82
62
62

F

47

F

64

M
M
M

42
45
76

Time
Affected
Baseline Gait
Poststroke
Lesion Location
Assistive Device
Side
Velocity (cm/s)
(mo)
9
Right middle cerebral artery affecting
L
AFO, Quad-Point Cane
30.8
right frontal, temporal, and parietal
lobes and basal ganglia.
27
Right cerebellar.
R
Walker
81.3
152
Right cerebral infarct at internal capsule.
L
Single-Point Cane
52.0
77
Left basal ganglia.
L
Single-Point Cane
134.6
61
Transient ischemic attack of right internal
L
AFO
95.7
carotid artery.
103
Right middle cerebral artery and right
L
AFO, Single-Point Cane
64.4
anterior cerebral artery.
L
AFO, Single-Point Cane
37.6
107
Right middle cerebral artery (ischemic)
and right basal ganglia (hemorrhagic).
203
Right intracranial hematoma.
L
AFO
122.8
330
Right temporal parietal junction.
L
AFO
133.1
33
Right small medullary.
L
Wheelchair
Excluded from
gait analysis.

AFO = ankle-foot orthosis, F = female, L = left, M = male, R = right.

Table 2.
Motor behavior variables before and after anklebot training intervention. Pre- and posttreatment values are separated by group. Additionally,
percent change is displayed.
Pretreatment
Posttreatment
Change (%)
Measure
LR
HR
LR
HR
LR
HR
Motor Control
Peak Speed (°/s)
53.31 ± 13.91
57.43 ± 25.87
52.21 ± 17.77
60.12 ± 37.99
3.15 ± 14.33
1.37 ± 21.45
Mean Speed (°/s)
4.76 ± 1.45
5.38 ± 1.56
5.21 ± 2.26
5.10 ± 1.61
8.22 ± 43.51
0.82 ± 32.56
Normalized Jerk (s–2) 413.22 ± 140.67 523.94 ± 152.02
445.71 ± 118.55 383.11 ± 91.46
12.36 ± 21.98
24.33 ± 14.52
Gate Passages (%)
38.33 ± 21.86
60.00 ± 28.41
70.00 ± 25.09
86.67 ± 22.44
83.58 ± 70.12
54.53 ± 65.81
Gait Performance
Velocity (cm/s)
89.45 ± 45.95
78.86 ± 40.06
92.61 ± 57.33
85.34 ± 45.66
2.62 ± 16.93
7.30 ± 5.66
Cadence (steps/min)
91.19 ± 20.77
97.92 ± 31.81
93.28 ± 26.27
100.52 ± 36.78
1.14 ± 6.90
1.38 ± 5.66
NP Step Time (s)
0.59 ± 0.15
0.54 ± 0.15
0.56 ± 0.12
0.58 ± 0.26
5.58 ± 5.66
4.55 ± 23.14
P Step Time (s)
0.90 ± 0.47
0.84 ± 0.48
0.84 ± 0.40
0.80 ± 0.39
4.86 ± 6.93
2.13 ± 11.66
NP Step Length (cm)
52.85 ± 20.42
41.71 ± 17.13
52.66 ± 25.10
47.23 ± 15.32
3.75 ± 12.58
17.56 ± 20.53
P Step Length (cm)
58.28 ± 19.45
51.67 ± 7.91
56.85 ± 23.02
50.72 ± 9.91
–4.30 ± 7.99
2.02 ± 8.73
HR = high reward, LR = low reward, NP = nonparetic, P = paretic.

(F(1,6) = 60.25, p < 0.001). Mean and peak velocities
were not significantly different over time (Table 2).
Learning Rates
Across the course of training, the level of assist was
progressively decreased based on performance success

(defined as whether or not the participant was successful in
attaining at least 80% of the total targets); however, all
measurements used in the learning rate analysis were based
on unassisted trials taken just prior to training. Analysis of
normalized jerk revealed faster gains in smoothness by the
HR group relative to the LR group (t(8) = 2.54, p = 0.03)
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Figure 2.
Ensemble plots of unassisted plantar flexion (PF) movements
made by exemplar subjects in (a) low reward and (b) high
reward (HR) groups, measured at baseline (pre) and completion
(post). Comparison of pre- versus post-HR tracings demonstrates improvement in key features of volitional ankle motor
control (lower end-point variability reflects greater accuracy,
greater slopes reflect higher speed to target, and more “tightly
bounded” traces reflect greater smoothness). DF = dorsiflexion.

(Table 2). The other metrics of ankle motor control (mean
velocity, peak velocity, and number of successful gate
passages) were not significantly different between
groups. Analysis of normalized jerk revealed faster gains
in smoothness by the HR group relative to the LR group
(t(8) = 2.54, p = 0.03) (Figure 3).
The learning rate in this short intervention may not
have plateaued, and thus, the better fit exhibited by linear
regression as compared with logarithmic power models
(typically the better fit for rates of motor learning) is consistent with the linear portion (pre-plateau) of the logarithmic power model curve. We chose the 3 wk, 9-session
length of this intervention after analyzing the results of a
6 wk, 18-session anklebot feasibility study in which many
participants began to plateau at 3 wk. In this regard, the
changes observed in floor walking velocity represent
slightly more than half the improvement observed in a
6 wk study [13].

Figure 3.
Learning rate of motor control. Mean beta coefficient (slope/
learning rate) by group, averaged across training. Lower values
of jerk represents smoother movements to target. Note:
Although it looks as if low reward group’s movements are getting more jerky, relationship is not significant (as per 2 × 2 analysis of variance results) and as such should be considered as
relatively stable performance across time. *p < 0.05.

Gait Function
Group differences were revealed during the analysis
of the fast floor walking condition. The HR group had a
significant increase in nonparetic step length (t(7) = 2.69,
p = 0.05).*The other spatiotemporal outcomes did not
reveal any significant changes over the 3 wk (Table 2).
Electroencephalograpy Measures
Spectral Power
Based on a priori notions of the negative role of the
left temporal region in motor planning, data in both the
beta and gamma bandwidths were subjected to t-tests
[45–47]. The HR group showed a significant decrease in
left temporal gamma power in posttraining relative to

*One

participant in the LR group was excluded from all functional gait
analyses because he was unable to engage in independent walking.
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baseline (t(1,4) = 2.73, p = 0.05). Theta, low alpha, high
alpha, beta, and gamma: no bandwidths showed significant findings that included both time and group.
Coherence to Motor Planning
Theta. A group × time × hemisphere interaction was
observed (F(1,8) = 6.10, p = 0.04). Separate within-group
post hoc analyses revealed a time × hemisphere interaction for the LR group (F(1,4) = 67.38, p = 0.01). Post hoc
testing revealed a significant increase in theta coherence
between the left hemisphere and motor planning region
(p < 0.01).
Alpha. A group × time × hemisphere interaction was
observed (F(1,8) = 4.84, p = 0.06). Post hoc analysis
examining the two groups separately revealed a time ×
hemisphere interaction for the LR group (F(1,4) = 8.27,
p = 0.05), but post hoc tests revealed no meaningful differences.
Low beta. A group × time × hemisphere interaction
was observed (F(1,8) = 3.40, p = 0.10). Post hoc analysis
examining the two groups separately revealed a time ×
hemisphere interaction for the LR group (F(1,4) = 16.30,
p = 0.02). Post hoc testing revealed a significant decrease
in low beta coherence between the right hemisphere and
motor planning region (p < 0.01) (Figure 4).
Frontoparietal Coherence
Theta. A group × time × region-frontal interaction
was observed (F(1,8) = 5.47, p = 0.05). Post hoc analysis
examining the two groups separately revealed a time ×
region-frontal interaction for the HR group (F(1,4) =
17.93, p = 0.02). Post hoc testing revealed a significant
decrease in theta coherence between the left frontal
region and bilateral parietal regions (p < 0.01).
Low beta. A group × time × region-frontal interaction was observed (F(1,8) = 6.50, p = 0.03). Post hoc
analysis examining the two groups separately revealed a
time × region-frontal interaction for the HR group
(F(1,4) = 8.98, p = 0.04). Post hoc testing revealed a significant decrease in low beta coherence between the left
frontal region and bilateral parietal regions (p < 0.01)
(Figure 4).

DISCUSSION
The current study shows that reward-based ankle
robotics training improved both the rate of motor learning

Figure 4.
Spectral coherence results from Tukey post hoc test of results
from secondary, separated by group analyses of variance (2
[time] × 2 [hemisphere]). Left panels display scalp montages
corresponding to change in coherence values from baseline
to posttraining displayed in right panels. Specific bandwidths
within which interactions occurred are displayed between
panels. *p < 0.01.

and the motor control of paretic ankle movements in persons with chronic hemiparetic stroke. Specifically, compared with the LR group, the HR group showed
significantly faster learning rates and a greater increase in
trajectory smoothness, as measured by normalized jerk.
Notably, the emergence of movement smoothness as a
key mechanistic descriptor of motor performance is consistent with similar findings resulting from arm robot therapy [24–25,51]. A common finding was that movement
smoothness improved through the blending of discrete episodic submovements resulting in a more continuous
motion. It is not yet known whether a similar process
occurs at the LL; however, preliminary observations from
anklebot training across different phases of stroke (subacute and chronic) further support the notion that changes
in smoothness may be an important indicator of motor
recovery. In this regard, minimization of jerk during
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goal-oriented movements may be a unifying mechanism
deployed by the central nervous system (CNS).
Additionally, as compared with the dose-matched LR
group, the HR group exhibited gains in nonparetic step
length (suggestive of greater paretic foot push-off).
While these gains were relatively modest as compared
with more intensive and/or longer-term treadmill or overground gait training paradigms, this relatively rapid
change in gait was observed after only nine sessions of
intensive robotic training and more importantly, from a
non-task-specific paradigm (i.e., we did not actually train
gait function). These results further support earlier findings that improving underlying motor control and reducing impairments through seated anklebot therapy
translates into positive changes in key spatial-temporal
aspects of gait patterning [10–12]. Important to the purpose of this study, these results suggest that adding
reward and augmented feedback to LL robotics may
accelerate the acquisition of these gains.
Notably, the HR group significantly decreased frontoparietal coherence in the contralesional hemisphere and
decreased activation in the left temporal verbal association area. These changes in cortical dynamics suggest
that reward-induced neural plasticity may have modulated the state of the learner in an adaptive manner, facilitating responses beyond that of unrewarded anklebot
training [27,35,37–38,43]. Taken together, our results
provide the first evidence that using overt rewards modulate the state of learner during robotics-assisted rehabilitation can enhance functionally relevant LL motor
learning and that increased reward facilitates adaptive
neuroplasticity in the chronic-hemiparetic brain.
Although current principles of cognitive motor learning recognize a positive relationship between reward and
motor-learning trajectory, empirical evidence in stroke
rehabilitation and recovery is sparse. This is the first electrophysiological investigation of robotics training in people with hemiparetic stroke to demonstrate that reward
enhances motor learning and suggests that, in general, it
may deserve a more prominent role in designing stroke
therapies. That the improved motor control and independent floor walking of the HR group was associated with
group differences in EEG suggests that the reward
manipulation primed the cognitive motor-learning circuitry to mediate these improvements. Furthermore,
these convergent changes provide additional evidence
that cortical processes play an integral role in LL motor
learning and possibly even more so in a patient popula-

tion that needs to exert more conscious effort for the otherwise largely automatic act of walking.
Although we were not able to directly measure dopamine and norepinephrine, our conceptual framework for
investigating the effects of reward manipulation was
based on the established role they play in functional neuroanatomy and learning. It is well known that the elicitation of emotion in a laboratory setting is challenging.
Thus, in order to ensure that we would evoke a high
enough level of affective response to observe a difference
between the two groups, we combined and delivered three
forms of reward (monetary, performance feedback, and
social encouragement) [52]. In this regard, the combination of reward modalities may be thought of as providing
an enriched learning environment that fosters increased
attention and engagement during this repetitive task, both
of which have been associated with augmented learning
[30–31,34–35,53–55]. Further, there is substantial support
for the notion that emotion and its corresponding circuitry
largely determine the goals of human behavior (but not
the behavior itself) [53–54]. The affective areas underlying reward-based modulations (i.e., positive affect) have
been associated with increased arousal and attention, both
of which have been linked to enhanced neural plasticity
and subsequent learning [29,31,33–44,55]. These networks provide the functional neuroanatomy to initiate the
autonomic and neuromodulatory increases that augment
learning [27–31,33–35,39–40,53–55]. Hence, reward may
enhance the positive effects of modular robotic therapies
by promoting CNS plasticity. Further studies are needed
to determine the neurochemistry underlying this plasticity
and how reward can best be administered with respect to
delivery modalities, level, and timing profiles of rewardbased feedback to improve neuromotor and functional
outcomes.
The stroke literature reports widespread heterogeneity in lesion location, symptomology, and treatment
response [21,56–57]. However, a number of studies posit
an association between increases in contralesional brain
activity and reduced recovery, suggesting that increased
inhibitory signaling from contralesional motor cortices to
the relevant ipsilesional motor regions interferes with
control of the affected limb [21,56–57]. Likewise, we
observed improved motor behavior in conjunction with
decreases in frontoparietal networking (i.e., decreased
EEG coherence) in the contralesional hemisphere for the
HR group only. In contrast, the slower learning in the
LR group was accompanied by an increased reliance on
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contralesional but not ipsilesional areas for motor planning and execution, suggesting that the rewards may have
influenced the decrease in contralesional inhibition
observed in the HR group. Within the framework of this
theoretical model, the increased contralesional and
decreased ipsilesional networking observed in the LR
group suggest they may have engaged a neural network
(strategy) that, although seemingly useful in the context
of the LR anklebot training received in this study, appears
to limit a person with stroke’s ability to optimize recovery of function. Additionally, the HR group’s decreased
gamma power in the left temporal verbal-association area
is consistent with the nondisabled motor performance
literature, which suggests that reduced activity in taskirrelevant areas (left hemisphere verbal association
region) is associated with increased performance [45–
47]. As such, this decreased activation and the streamlined contralesional coherence may have influenced or
reflected the faster rate of learning observed in the HR
group. This notion finds support in the multistage motor
learning theory of Fitts and Posner, which posits a higher
level of verbal input in the early stages of learning followed by two subsequent stages of learning in which
deliberate practice results in motor processes that become
more refined in the second stage and eventually automatic in the third [58].
Anklebot training is a performance-based experience
that seeks to increase paretic ankle contributions in walking and balance control by priming the neuromotor system
through principles of motor learning, including high volumes of repetition, performance feedback via a video
game-based format, goal setting, and reduced reliance on
robotic assistance to complete prescribed movements [10–
12,14]. The power of virtual reality and video game-based
therapies has shown promise in augmenting motor recovery [59–61]. Coupling these technologies with classic
reward conditioning optimized through principles of clinical and cognitive motor-neuroscience may prime CNS
plasticity, enhance the state of the learner, and increase the
rate and eventual level of recovery in people with stroke.
Our findings suggest that engagement of reward circuitry
during highly structured, robotics-assisted, motor learningbased therapies appears to be a promising adjunct to neuromotor practice alone in people with stroke.
Although monetary rewards are likely not feasible in
a clinical setting, the primary conceptual aim of this
study was to engage reward circuitry (affective networks)
by positively changing the state of the learner. While

potentially more relevant to the clinic, both social interaction and performance feedback were employed in this
study and offer a viable platform for development of successful reward-based rehabilitation. As mentioned previously, manipulations such as perceived reward, perceived
control, level of challenge, meditation, and aerobic exercise all have exhibited the capability of positively influencing learning and/or performance through modulations
of the state of the learner [27–39,61–62]. In this regard,
the current study employs monetary reward as but one of
many possible motivational influences capable of enhancing the state of the learner in order to improve recovery
(learning) in a clinical setting.
Despite the small sample size, the study’s results
underscore the robustness of the HR treatment effect, and
while the EEG findings were not causally linked to the
gains in motor control and overground walking, they provide plausible neurophysiological evidence for a statedependent increase in activity-dependent plasticity associated with specific improvement in a precisely measured
motor task across one LL joint. Hence, our findings support further exploration using EEG simultaneously with
robotics training to advance our understanding of CNS
plasticity and to inform the design of more effective therapies to improve motor function following stroke [63–67].
However, our findings in this relatively brief robotics
intervention are limited; future randomized clinical trials
are needed to determine whether ankle robotics with versus without reward produces any durable, clinically meaningful mobility improvements in people with stroke.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we report the first evidence from a small
comparative effectiveness study: that a multifaceted
reward scheme can enhance the rate and degree of motor
learning with ankle robotics-assisted rehabilitation. That
these findings are accompanied with distinctively altered
task-related cortical dynamics in the HR versus the LR
group suggests that reward tied to specific motor training
of the paretic ankle accelerates activity-dependent brain
plasticity to improve motor control, even years after a
disabling stroke. Further clinical studies are needed to
determine whether reward bolsters the efficiency and
depth of motor learning to enhance LL robotics-assisted
motor recovery across the different time phases of stroke
recovery.
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